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The research was did because the teacher seeing not enough the spirit of student learning in follow the process of studied in class. The research was did have a purpose to seeing the outcomes of student learning after the student get studied by using animation media, whether happen raising or not. The research was did at SMAN Jatinangor with the sample is X – 1 as experiment class and X – 2 as control class. The metod by using in the reseach is experiment metod, with the design plan is randomized pretest – posttest control group design. Research instrument was used is a matter that as many 20 of multiple choice of question. The result for kognitif scoring from the two class using the t – test get result $t_{hit} > t_{table}$ of 11,166 > 0,5 who can concluding the result after the student get learning by using animation media happen raising. For afektif scoring get the result average scoring is 2,25 for experiment class and 2,3 for control class.
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